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consisting of the lower part of the "Atlantic Layer" in the Arctic 
Ocean. The green box is Arctic Surface Water (ASW), which 
Carmack says is found mainly in the upper waters of the Green- 
land and Iceland Seas. In addition, a box for warm, salty Atlan- 
tic Water (AW) lies out of range of the CEAREX88 data. With 
regard to water mass formation, we noted above that halocline 
water, here denoted as PIW (dark blue box) seems to be forming 
at the surface in the MIZ and below the surface in the northern 

shelf region. The signatures of both these processes are evident 
in Plate 2. 

3.2. Vertical Sections 

In order to better visualize the water masses discussed in the 

previous section, we plot the same data in a novel way. The idea 
is simple; we create a single vertical section of depth versus lati- 
tude, color coded by the water mass boxes defined in Plate 1. 
Each pixel of the plot is 5 m in vertical extent (the depth bin) 
and of variable horizontal extent, depending on the latitudinal 
resolution of the CTD and SALARGOS data. At each pixel a 
single color is assigned, depending on the water mass box in 
which the data lie. This type of visualization has, in fact, been 
used in a qualitative way by many hydrographers; the new factor 
here is simply the digitization of the procedure. 

The result is presented in Plate 3, which uses the water masses 

defined in Plate 1. The tick marks at the top represent the lati- 
tudes of CTD and SALARGOS buoy stations. The ice concen- 
tration (as determined from the SSM/I sensor data discussed in 
section 2.1) at each station is represented at the top as a gray bar. 
The six regions defined in Plates la-lf are also shown at the top. 
White areas just above the bathymetry represent either missing 
data or the space between rectangular pixels and the linear inter- 
polation of bathymetry (e.g., between 74øN and 75øN). Much of 
the northernmost data come from the SALARGOS buoy and so 
extend only to 300 m depth. 

The spatial distribution of the four water masses defined in 
Plate 1 is now evident. ASW lies underneath the ice, extending 
nearly to the bottom at around 80øN where the ship drifted into 
the shallow water close to Kvitoya. AW enters the Barents Sea 
from both the north and the south. The northern component lies 
at depth, having traveled through Fram Strait and around the 
north coast of Svalbard, where it has subducted under ASW. The 
southern component, on the other hand, fills the water column as 
it approaches the MIZ. A pocket of AW is also seen in the valley 
between Stor Bank and Kong Karls Land at about 78øN. Over 
much of the section, AW is separated from ASW by a layer of 
CHW (and in the south, by CDW). However, in the northern 
shelf and above the continental slope, AW and ASW lie in direct 
contact with one another. 
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Plate 3. Depth versus latitude section showing the spatial distribution of the water masses defined in Plate 1. 
Each pixel is colored according to its position in the 0-S space shown in Plate 1. The tick marks at the top denote 
(unbinned) raw station latitudes. These appear to merge together where there are closely spaced stations in the 
northern and middle parts of the section. The gray bar denotes the average ice concentration determined from 
SSM/I. Cold Halocline Water (CHW) and Cold Deep Water (CDW) are forming near the marginal ice zone from 
Atlantic Water (AW) via air cooling and ice melting and are subducting underneath Arctic Surface Water (ASW). 
Some CHW also forms in the northern shelf region. 

AW&=&AtlanEc&water&
ASW&=&ArcEc&surface&water&
CDW&=&Cold&deep&water&
CHW&=&Cold&halocline&water&
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Polynyas,(deep(convec;on(and(CO2(ven;la;on(
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Seasonal(forcing(in(a(DIC(transport(model(

C&=&Dissolved&inorganic&carbon&
Primary&ProducEon&=&based&upon&data&from&sea&ice&zone&
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Timing(of(ice(breakup(and(spring(bloom(

&U45&days:&&peak&FCO2&is&reduced&
by&27%&

Net&annual&FCO2:&
U45&day&shiZ:&&&&89%&
0&day&shiZ:&&100%&

+45&day&shiZ:&&114%&



Here’s(the(punchline..(

There&are&other&firstUorder&processes&(in&addiEon&to&wind)&&
driving&gas&exchange&in&the&ice&zone&
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Gas(exchange(over(open(water(
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waves&and&bubbles&
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Gas(transport(pathways(in(the(ice(pack(

Air-sea flux, F(k) 
Diffusive flux, F(D) 

k&=&gas&transfer&velocity&(L/t)&
&
D&=&gas&diffusivity&(L2/t)&

We don’t know.. 



How(to(model(k(in(the(ice(pack?(

•  Shear&in&the&iceUocean&boundary&layer&(IOBL)&(McPhee,&1992;&McPhee,&2008).&

•  Buoyant&convecEon/straEficaEon&(MarEnson,&1990;&Morison&et&al.,&1992)&

•  Surface&roughening&by&shortUperiod&wind&waves&(Frew&et&al.,&2004)&and&their&
interacEons&with&ice&floes&(Squire&et&al.,&1995);&&



How(to(model(k(in(the(ice(pack?(

F = keffΔC keff =(1-f)kice +(f)k

f is the fraction of open water 

keff = (f)k

0 



How(to(model(k(in(the(ice(pack?(

 
Zappa&et&al.,&(2007)&

Turbulence&dissipaEon&

Viscosity& Molecular&diffusivity&

€ 

k ∝ ευ( )1/4Sc−n

Lamont&and&Scoh&(1974)&



How(to(model(k(in(the(ice(pack?(

€ 

ε = u*
2 ∂u
∂z

+ b'w'

Ice/water current 
shear 

Wind-driven shear 

Buoyant 
convection/
stratification 



Ice(drag(on(the(Ice$ocean(boundary(layer(

τform 

τskin-iw 

τskin-aw 

! = ! 1− f !!"#$!!" + !!"#$ + f !!"#$!!" 1−!  

Steele&et&al.,&(1995)&



Ice(melt(increases(ice$water(rela;ve(velocity(

melt&rate&(cm/day)&

McPhee&(2010)&



Water$ice(rela;ve(veloci;es((Uice(–(Uwater)(

Geiger&and&Drinkwater,&JGR&
(2005)&

•  Wind,&ocean&Edes,&inerEal&
oscillaEons&and&other&
moEons&affect&sea&ice&
divergence.&

•  Sea&ice&divergence&affects&
air&sea&fluxes,&new&ice&
producEon&and&
thermohaline&structure&of&
upper&ocean.&&

&
&



Buoyant(convec;on(

•  Jbo$=$Surface$buoyancy$/lux$(W/kg).$

•  (f)$and$(1;f)$weight$the$open$water$and$ice$covered$/lux$terms,$
respectively.$

Heat flux 

Evaporation 

Precipitation 

!!! = − !"!!!! (!!
!" + !!!")(f)+ !!!"#(1− f)+ !" ! − ! !! f  

flux to ice 
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GAPS Experiment at USACE CRREL 



GAPS:  (Gas Transfer through Polar Sea ice). 

hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrXycJLWGpU&



GAPS:  (Gas Transfer through Polar Sea ice). 



Water$ice(rela;ve(veloci;es((Uice(–(Uwater)(



Steady(state(velocity(field(in(experiment(tank(



Comparison(of(velocity:(model(vs.(measure(



Shear$driven(turbulence(leads(to(k(



No(rela;onship(between(k(and(ice(cover(

Wind&+&Currents&

Currents&only&



Buoyant(convec;on(



Convec;ve(turbulence(model(

ε = 0.58 ⋅Buoyancy+1.76 ⋅Shear( )



Buoyancy(losses(and(convec;on(

Ice&cover&=&21&%& Ice&cover&=&0&%&



Buoyancy(losses(and(convec;on(

21%&ice&cover& 0%&ice&cover&

Currents&only&

Currents&+&convecEon&

Model&of&convecEon&

ConvecEon&caused&37U&56%&increase&in&k&



All(processes(in(the(turbulence(model(
Reproduced&from&Zappa&et&al.,&(2007)&



Returning(to(gas(exchange(over(open(water(

Ho&et&al.,&(2006)&

wind&

waves&and&bubbles&

Using&k&≈&CU2,&&its&likely&
to&underesEmate&k&by&as&

much&as&40%.&&&

Using&k&≈&CU2,&&its&likely&
to&overesEmate&k&by&as&

much&as&???.&&&



Summary(

1.  ConvecEon&and&BoundaryUlayer&shear&lead&to&gas&exchange&rates&that&
are&similar&magnitude&k&as&wind&does&(below&10&m/s).&

2.  The&turbulence&from&(1)&is&addiEve&with&wind&in&its&effect&on&k.&
&
3.  We&need&a&way&to&measure&the&wind&wave&spectrum&in&SIZ&and&

correlate&to&gas&exchange.&

4.  We&need&more&direct&measurements&of&gas&transfer&velocity&in&the&sea&
ice&zone&that&correlate&the&magnitude&with&the&processes.&

5.  Matlab&code&available&at:&&hhp://looselab.gso.uri.edu/?p=183&
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